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Door handles, serve as bridges for communications 

between human and buildings.

EUROLATON Spain is a professional manufacturer of 

door handles and hardware.

Eurolaton product designs not only take the fullest 

expression of nature and art, but ergonomics into 

consideration. That will help your hand feeling to 

achieve the best condition. Eurolaton products, made 

of sol id forged brass, combined with automatic 

processing technology and traditional craftsmanship, 
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technology, and help the users have more high quality 

choices.

Because of the original production of industrial design, 

mold development and precision machining, more and 

more architects, interior designers and users all like 

Eurolaton’s advanced customized services. We not only 

always make the brand of Eurolaton be more popular 

but also keep trying in recycling and environmental 

technology.

Nature, Architecture, Expression of Art.COMPANY



We are proud that all products are manufactured in our own factory, in 

compliance with the most recent European standards on the quality of the raw 

materials used, the technical characteristics and the resistance of surface 

treatments. From the traditional casting to advanced forging, the manual polishing 

to intelligent polishing equipment, from a single paint coating processing to more 
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Eurolaton product design is heart-to-heart by the Spanish 

designers. It comes from the understanding of the nature and 

architecture for humanity, and learns its essence. Besides, it 

not only takes the fullest expression of art, but ergonomics into 

consideration. That will help your hand feeling to achieve the 

best condition.
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our designers use advanced technology to realize all kinds of 

wonderful ideas.

CRAFTDESIGN



Eurolaton will meticulously design the exclusive products 

according to the users' needs. Make the products, your 

buildings and home decorating design more fit. Eurolaton 
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your exclusive art. 

To believe that a company doesn’t just produce objects but 

respect the people and the surrounding environment. We 

adopt an environmentally responsible behavior to reduce 

wastage and improve the quality of life in the workplace.

Eurolaton products you choose have many colors other than 

the ones in the catalogue. You can choose your favorite 
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According to your requirements, Eurolaton designers can 

change the specification and appearance of the products in 

the catalogue, even can design your exclusive products.

CUSTOM ENVIRONMENT

We strictly control the amount of waste materials and 
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production processes. Our electroplating lines adopt 

advanced equipment in order to reduce the usage of 

water resources and we use waste-water treatment system 

in accordance with the state environmental protection 

standards. Our packaging also uses water-based inks 

and renewable materials, which prevents waste of social 

resources from the excessive packaging.



CONTENT CONTENT
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We offer a variety of most valuable finishes that are meticulously crafted of the finest 

materials. Coated with a special hard lacquer, our finishes are durable and resistant to the 

effects of wear and tear, and this variety of colors provides designer freedom to create 

distinctive interior decoration effects. Legend 
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AMERICAN FEDERAL STYLE

DOOR HANDLE LOCKS SYSTEM

American federal style gives up the novelty and pomp that 
the baroque chases. It is based on a new understanding of 
classical, and emphasizes on advocating natural. Rugged 
elegant appearance molding adheres to the pursuit of perfect 
details. Simple style reveals nobility.

Eurolaton door handle locks system products designed 
in American country style, European classical style and 
modern style, according to American standard and European 
standard. All of the handles can be crafted with various 
distinctive finishes, and be suitable for high-end residential 
and commercial places.



Styled in American

LIFESTONE
LIFESTONE

The strength from the stone and the 

vitality of the leaf melted together after 

centuries of coexistence. A stone with 

character found in the most succesfull 

paleontology expeditions.

Finishes:



LIFESTONELIFESTONE



LIFESTONELIFESTONE



MONTANA

Finishes:

               

Styled in American

MONTANA

The Montana, adhering to the American 

federal style. Classic circular arch 

design, unique frosted sandstone facing, 

rugged yet decency. Elegant contains 

it's ancient, unchanged nobility.



MONTANAMONTANA



MONTANAMONTANA



VERONA

Finishes:

Styled in American

VERONA

The curve of the Roman style, which 

all show the Verona incomparable 

elegant temperament. Concise and lively 

streamline give you a special experience 

and deduce the solemn and vitality 

perfectly. 

              



VERONAVERONA



VERONAVERONA



SUVA

Finishes:

            

Styled in American

SUVA

Gentle curve and refined details also let 

your home overflow the Suva luxuriant 

light.



SUVA

Finishes:

                

Styled in American

KENSINGTON

The Biritish Kensington, an European 

palace art style, derived from the middle 

ages. Which make yourself elegent and 

let your house smells like low-key costly 

aristocratic wind. 



KENSINGTONKENSINGTON



KENSINGTONKENSINGTON



KENSINGTON

Finishes:

                              

Styled in American

RICHMOND

With the concise linear design, the 

Richmond have a strong contemporary 

feeling. With the solemn generous 

modelling, your home filling demeanor.



RICHMONDRICHMOND



RICHMONDRICHMOND



RICHMOND

Finishes:

            

Styled in American

CRAFTSMAN

The American Craftsman style is an 

American domestic architectural and 

interior design style. Imagine the fine 

work the artisans used to do forging iron 

with their own hands and creating unique 

artwork that will be decorating your 

home.



CRAFTSMANCRAFTSMAN



CRAFTSMANCRAFTSMAN



MANHATTAN

Finishes:

                       

Styled in American

MANHATTAN

The Manhattan abandons all palaver and 

luxury. The concise, lively design brings 

cool, bright visual feel. People will never 

be bored after watching, and will have 

some quiet moments in your deep heart.



MANHATTONMANHATTON



ST.LOUIS

Finishes:

                                                          

Styled in American

ST.LOUIS

Unique modeling design, looks solemn 

and quiet. Along with the perfect details, 

noble and elegant. 



ST.LOUISST.LOUIS



ST.LOUIS

Finishes:

Styled in American

TOLTEC

Simple and decent lines make perfect 

combination with rough and practicality.

 
 

            



TOLTECTOLTEC



TOLTEC

We offer three hand selected 

fine european leather options 

for the designer collection. 

Every kind of leather can be 

perfectly combined with the 

complimentary frame.

LEATHER OPTIONS



TOLTECTOLTEC



WELLUN

Finishes:

                           

Styled in American

WELLUN

Rugged modelling, classic steps 

design, express the gender and majesty 

appropriately.



WELLUNWELLUN



WELLUN
EUROPEAN CLASSICAL STYLE

European classical stylecontains both the beauty of the 
European courtly luxury and countryside elegance full 
of romantic. The designers use the European classical 
architecture and native element on products and make your 
household be honorable and elegant.



CHATEAU

Finishes:

    

Styled in European

CHATEAU

Make yourself comfortable in a chateau, 

a big beautiful French house, which were 
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home be that place where tradition and 
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KORINTHIA

Finishes:

          

Styled in European

KORINTHIA

A style that evokes the Greek and Roman 

architecture, which will provide your 
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the nature and the art mixed together 

in a unique harmony delight you by his 
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KORINTHIAKORINTHIA



CRAFTSMAN

Finishes:
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Styled in European

CRAFTSMAN

The American Craftsman style is an 

American domestic architectural and 
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work the artisans used to do forging iron 

with their own hands and creating unique 

artwork that will be decorating your 

�����



NEW-AGE

Finishes:

                

Styled in European

NEW-AGE
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This modern beauty, which you will find 

daring but sensible, original but stylish, 

will revitalize your home with its futuristic 
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NEW-AGE

Finishes:

                

Styled in European

ROSE

Not only does rose take up the blood of 

cupid, but it is also the embodyment of 
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of two elements, she turns her 

passion,romance and mystery into 
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ROSEROSE



TOSCANA

Finishes:

                               

Styled in European

TOSCANA

The Italian touch you have been looking 
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countryside, his romantic landscape 

full of vineyards will make you feel the 

serenity and strength of his endless 
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CANTERBURY

Finishes:

                          

Styled in European

CANTERBURY

Recalling the British Gothic style from 

the Canterbury Cathedral, it transmits 
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history enter your home and form part of 
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MARINA

Finishes:

                        

Styled in European

MARINA

From the deepest ocean sea, its special 

fauna and flora bring to life a refreshing 
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the immaculate waters that will give your 
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Finishes:

                         

Styled in European

)2/*�21%�
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culture,bright clouds represents wealth 
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bestowed the  terrific meaning of a safe 
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PERSIA

Finishes:

                      

Styled in European

PERSIA

With the repetitious adoption of a lot 

of guillochings and arch structures, it 

reveals in every detail the persian style 

and exotic atmosphere originating from 
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PRUGNA

Finishes:

                        

Styled in European

PRUGNA

Not only does the Prugna symbolize the 

happiness, but it is also the embodiment 
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element, your home will be fully filled with 
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PRUGNA

Finishes:

                 

Styled in European

(*</=)21&&$)

Euro classic series products are the 

representative of the European classical 

art, with antique gold finish, luxury but 

������	����
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Finishes:

                         

Styled in European
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elements in the Greek legend, which 

makes you shuttle in illusion and reality, 

and will revitalize your home with its 
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Finishes:

                        

Styled in European

4(<&1$22(&

The graceful and showily decorative 

pattern of the European palace are 

showing in the Versailles series, which 
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MAYA

Finishes:

                        

Styled in European

MAYA

Unique style curdle the Maya mystery 

and messiness, also give you a visual 
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Finishes:

                                    

Styled in European

21�&($%(

The Seine adopt interlaced cany 

elements that are popular in Southeast 

Asia, not only digified and plain, but also 
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that your house will be the perfect 
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Finishes:

Styled in European
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Imagine that your house will be the 

champs Elysee that not noly have the 

classical Chinese charm but also have 

the romantic Western breath as the 

beautiful decorative pattern and lively 
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Finishes:

                        

Styled in European
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The Cleopatra, combine mystical and 

mystical ancient egyptian culture into 
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Finishes:

                        

Styled in European

BAROQUE

The Baroque daringly ues the crisscross 

arc and asymmetric floriation so that the 

infinitely contradictory space in harmony 
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BAROQUEBAROQUE



SPAIN GUESS

Finishes:

Styled in European

SPAIN GUESS

Stylist adopt asymmetric revolving 

curves which showing the fashional art 

breath and giving more imagination for 
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4$221

Finishes:

Styled in European

4$221
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permeated with a long-lost serene and 

peace, which adopted simple vines 
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Finishes:

Styled in European

5$22$19�)!1+(1*

The typical semicircle outline match 

with the rose carving give you a kind 

of mysterious aesthetic feeling and like 

place yourself in the Roman castle of the 
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VENUS

Finishes:

Styled in European

VENUS

The Venus that using the beautiful 

ornamental and the fluent line will bring 

you to feel the feeling that fall in love at 
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MUSIC JOURNEY

Finishes:

Styled in European

MUSIC JOURNEY

The design not only integrates a 

microphone and stereo modeling into 

products, but bring European classical 
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AOSTA

Finishes:

              

Styled in European

AOSTA

The concise line design, lively design 
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never be bored after watching, and will 

have some quiet moments in your deep 
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Finishes:

Styled in European
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Beautiful splay mark curve modeling likes 
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whole reminiscence and just enjoy the 

romance and relaxation

              



Finishes:

9$21%

Styled in European

9$21%

Under the strong impact of square and 

round, beautiful classical rose breaks, 

time sets in this moment, like return to 

Renaissance and enjoy the beauty of 

����������9�	���

               



21*<1

Finishes:

              

Styled in European

21*<1

Concise and fluent line gives  person with  
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2$&&1

Finishes:

              

Styled in European

2$&&1

Under the framework of traditional,a 
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MOSAIC I

Finishes:

  

Styled in European

MOSAIC I

Covere with small squares 

optionally,elaborate each square to 
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MOSAIC II

Finishes:

 

Styled in European

MOSAIC II

Covere with small squares 

optionally,elaborate each square to 
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)<[&+12

Finishes:

         

Styled in European

)<[&+12

Integration of classicality and 

modernisms are the best interpretation of 
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ROMA

Finishes:

            

Styled in European

ROMA

In the classical luxury, Roman column 
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CITY ART

Finishes:

                  

Styled in European

CITY ART

City art design gives person a kind of 
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DESIGNERDESIGNER

Finishes: Finishes:
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Finishes: Finishes:
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AMERICAN STYLE HANDLESETS

American style handlesetsare federal style. Rugged elegant 
appearance molding adheres to the pursuit of perfect details. 
Simple style reveals nobility.

American style handlesets are used with American-Standard 
]^_�`"{^��	���=���
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LIFESTONELIFESTONE

                                    

Finishes: Finishes:



MONTANAMONTANA

   

  

Finishes:Finishes:



VERONAVERONA

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finishes:

Finishes:



SUVASUVA

 

 

 

 

Finishes:

Finishes:



KENSINGTONKENSINGTON
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Finishes:



RICHMONDRICHMOND

 

  

 

 

                                   

Finishes:

Finishes:



CRAFTSMANCRAFTSMAN

  

  

Finishes:Finishes:



ROCK

 

  

Finishes:Finishes:

DESIGNER



OTTOOTTO
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Finishes:



CAESARCAESAR

  

  

  

Finishes: Finishes:
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Finishes: Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:



DESIGNERDESIGNER

 

 

 

Finishes:



ANTI-THEFT HANDLESETS

The Anti-theft handlesets are used on entrance doors, with 
American federal style and European classical style design. 
The handle and plate are both made of brass, elegant and 
durable. The anti-theft handlesets are used together with multi 
�����������=�����	�����



ROCKTOLTEC

 

Finishes:

 
 

 
 

Finishes:



MORRISOTTO

  

  

Finishes:Finishes:



DESIGNERACANTHUS

  
  

Finishes:Finishes:



LOCKS & CYLINDERS SYSTEM

Eurolaton lock and cylinder system can be used in high-
grade residential, commercial and industrial place. We 
provide various functions to meet different needs.

Eurolaton mortise locks’ specifications are 
��������������$%�3]{}�������$%�3]{}3�



LOCKS LOCKS 

Door lock function classification  
Door Types

Determining The Direction

Lock Reversibility

Finishes

Hand of door is always 

determined from the outside.

  

  

  

  

180˚



LOCKS LOCKS 

Distance:
Backset:
Square hole:
Material:

Accessories:

Distance:
Backset:
Square hole:
Material:

Accessories:

]^���
_����
]~] mm
Bolt, latch and plates 
are maded of brass.
Striking plate, 
Stricking box, 
Fixing screws.

"{���
^����
]~]���
Bolt and latch stainless steel,
Plates brass.
Striking plate, 
Stricking box, 
Fixing screws.

Striking Plate Striking PlateStricking Box Stricking Box



LOCKS LOCKS 

Distance:
Backset:
Square hole:
Material:

Accessories:

Distance:
Backset:
Square hole:
Material:

Accessories:

]}���
}}���
]~] mm
Bolt, latch and plates 
are maded of brass.
Striking plate, 
Stricking box, 
Fixing screws.

^{���
}}���
]~] mm
Bolt, latch and plates 
are maded of brass.
Striking plate, 
Stricking box, 
Fixing screws.

Striking Plate Striking PlateStricking Box Stricking Box



LOCKS LOCKS 

Distance:
Backset:
Square hole:
Material:

Accessories:

}]���
}����
]~] mm
Bolt, latch and plates 
are maded of brass.
Striking plate, 
Stricking box, 
Fixing screws.

}}���
Striking plate,
Stricking box,
Fixing screws.

_����
Striking plate,
Stricking box,
Fixing screws.

Backset:
Acessories:

Backset:
Acessories:

Striking PlateStricking Box

Striking Plate

Striking Plate

Stricking Box

Stricking Box



LOCKS LOCKS 

Striking Plate

Striking PlateFixed block

Fixed Block

Striking Plate

Striking plate

Striking PlateStricking Box

Stricking Box

Stricking Box

Stricking box

Stricking Box

97_�=7�������_����
97^�=7�������^� mm
Striking plate,
Stricking box,
Fixing screws.

}}���
]~] mm
Striking plate,
Stricking box,
Fixing screws.

�}��
Striking plate,
Stricking box,
Fixing screws.

?2_�=7�������_����
?2^�=7�������^� mm
Striking plate,
Stricking box,
Fixed block,
Fixing screws.

72_�=7�������_����
72^�=7�������^� mm
Striking plate,
Stricking box,
Fixed block,
Fixing screws.

Model:
         
Acessories:

Backset:
Square hole:
Acessories:

Backset:
Acessories:

Model:
         
Acessories:

Model:
         
Acessories:



LOCKS LOCKS 

Distance:
Backset:
Square hole:
Material:
Accessories:

Distance:
Backset:
Square hole:
Material:
Accessories:

_]���
_����
]~] mm
Stainless steel
Striking plate, 
Stricking box, 
Fixing screws.

_]���
_����
]~] mm
Stainless steel
Striking plate, 
Stricking box, 
Fixing screws.



CYLINDERS CYLINDERS

GMK=general master key:

access through all doors 

MGK= Master group key:

access through all doors for the 

respective group

GK = Group key:

access through all doors for 

the respective group

IK =Individual key:

access through the respective 

individual door

Cylinder Type

Key and Knob Style

Security Cylinder Lock plan for a general master key system (GMK) FinishesHigh precision computerized single bead security lock cylinder design, 

special differential seven marbles hole design, with special marbles, 

make it more combination. The anti-skid and anti-drilling design ensure 

the double security protection.



CYLINDERS CYLINDERS

KEY-KEY
Brass
����
��
Fixing screw.

Type:
Material:
Acessories:

KEY-KNOB
Brass
����
��
Fixing screw.

Type:
Material:
Acessories:



CYLINDERS CYLINDERS

EMERGENCY-KNOB
Brass
Fixing screw.

Type:
Material:
Acessories:

HALF-KEY
Brass
����
��
Fixing screw.

Type:
Material:
Acessories:



CYLINDERS CYLINDERS

Brass
������}����}}��
{�}�17���
�

Brass

Brass

Brass/Stainless steel

Brass
3����
{�}�17���
�

Brass
}���
����
�

Material:
Length:
Acessories:

Material:

Material:

Material:

Material:
Length:
Acessories:

Material:
Length:
Acessories:



Finishes:

Finishes:

 

 

 

 

FLUSH PULLS

FLUSH PULLS & LOCKS SYSTEM

Eurolaton flush pulls are made of brass, designed in 
European classical and modern designer style. The 
flush pulls and locks can be used on wood sliding 
door.



FLUSH PULLSFLUSH PULLS

Finishes: Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

  

  

  

  



DOOR PULLS SYSTEM

Eurolaton door pulls are made of solid brass, 
and used on wood door and glass door of 
commercial and residential place.



DOOR PULLSDOOR PULLS

Finishes: Finishes:

  

  

  



DOOR PULLSDOOR PULLS

Finishes: Finishes:

  

  

  



DOOR PULLSDOOR PULLS

Finishes:

Finishes:

Finishes:

Finishes:

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



DOOR HARDWARE SYSTEM

Eurolaton door hardware system includes door hinge, 
stopper, bolt and knocker products. All products are 
made of brass, and with various finishes.



HINGESHINGES

Finishes: Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

  

  

  

  

    

      



HINGESHINGES

Finishes: Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

  

  

  

  

      

      



HINGESHINGES

Finishes: Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

  

  

  

  

   

   

    

   



HINGESHINGES

Finishes: Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

  

  

  

  

        

      



HINGESHINGES

Finishes: Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

  

  

  

  

      

       



HINGESHINGES

Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

 

  

 

  

 

    

  



DOOR BOLTSDOOR BOLTS

Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

 

   

 

  

  



DOOR BOLTSDOOR BOLTS

Finishes:

Finishes:

 

 

 

 



DOOR STOPSDOOR STOPPERS

Finishes:

Finishes:

 

 

 

 

56 15

87
.5

32

52 15

71

32



DOOR STOPSDOOR STOPS

50 15

80

30

54

25

88

52 16

89

34

52 15

81

32

Finishes: Finishes:

Finishes: Finishes:

  

  

  

  



DOOR KNOCKERSDOOR STOPS

57

60
22
.8

22.5

62
15

Finishes:

Finishes:

 

  

 

 



ROBE HOOKSROBE HOOKS

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HARDWAREROBE HOOKS

  



CABINET HARDWARE SYSTEM

Eurolaton cabinet pulls and knobs are designed in American 
countryside style, European classical style and modern 
designer style. Made of brass, Eurolaton cabinet hardware 
are the preferred choice for interior designers and cabinet 
factories.



VIRTUOSOSELIA

Finishes: Finishes:



CLOUDLANDROSETTA

Finishes: Finishes:



TUOCCATATUOCCATA

Finishes: Finishes:



ARILDTUOCCATA

Finishes: Finishes:



KENSINGTONKENSINGTON

Finishes: Finishes:



ACANTHUSSHELL

Finishes: Finishes:



SAVANNASAVANNA

Finishes: Finishes:



MACSEAROCK

Finishes: Finishes:



ROSECURVE

Finishes: Finishes:



VERONARICHMOND

Finishes: Finishes:



SPIRALSPIRAL

Finishes: Finishes:



STAUFENSPIRAL

Finishes: Finishes:



AUSTINELLIPSE

Finishes: Finishes:



BATH HARDWARE SYSTEM

Eurolaton bath hardware system includes shower room 
hardware, bath accessories, and floor drain products. 
All products are made of brass, and designed in 
various styles. They are the representative of the 
high-end bath hardware.



SHOWER ROOM HARDWARESHOWER ROOM HARDWARE

Clouds, auspicious clouds. Not only is the representative of God or the gods of the seat ride. And the rain clouds 

can be made   to nourish all things, for the benefit of the earth, meaning continuously. Clouds and shipped the same 

between different sound, such as the bat flying in the clouds look like is called fortune. "Clouds Swiss Day", "Yun 

was the road" is an auspicious symbol of harmony.

The dragon is the Chinese traditional culture, power, elegance, a symbol of honor, but also a symbol of luck and 

success. The legendary dragon dance nine days and unpredictable. If shuttling between fantasy and reality, but 

also move also static, but will concentrate on strength and majesty confusion between.

DRAGONCLOUDRAND



Acanthus is a sub-erect shrub that grows in the south of the French Mediterranean coast, is also one of the Roman 

Corinthian column stigma three iconic elements. Slim and gorgeous design, making the design a little tolerant 

humanistic qualities, and passed out a plume of romantic luxury.

Mosaic floors, mosaic wall, mosaic windows, mosaics room. If the vision closer, three-dimensional micro reflected 

in the confusion between the unique visual effects. If the visual pull away, scattering bright light radiating ripples.

MOSAICACANTHUS

SHOWER ROOM HARDWARESHOWER ROOM HARDWARE



Islands and oceans, line, surface, point naturally integrate, get rid of all the tedious and luxurious, but not simple, 

bright and not dull, quiet and broad expression in a limited space.

Sa-vanna translated as "savanna." Designers simple lines sketched out by this mysterious texture extension, 

extension, extension ... yet filled out a wild atmosphere in the vast distant dull in nature.

SAVANNASAIPAN

SHOWER ROOM HARDWARE SHOWER ROOM HARDWARE



Encounter hundreds of millions of years ago, ancient rock was given a life, a short memory thus becomes timeless, 

ancient romance therefore vivid reproduction.

Elysee aka "Champs Elysees", taken from Greek mythology "mythology cloudland" means. Creative touch 

silhouettes taken from sources on this "beautiful street in the world" on.

ELYSEELIFESTONE

SHOWER ROOM HARDWARE SHOWER ROOM HARDWARE



Collection of Baroque landscape, with a strong classical style, delicate and vivid yet solemn silence, perfect show 

charming medieval French monarchy artistic heyday.

CHATELET

SHOWER ROOM HARDWARE



GRACEGRACE

Finishes:

  

 



MAYAMAYA

Finishes:

 

 



DRAGONDRAGON

Finishes:

 

 

 



MANHATTANMANHATTAN

Finishes:

 



LIFESTONELIFESTONE

Finishes:

 

 



CITY ARTCITY ART

Finishes:

 



ACCESSORIES



FLOOR DRAINSFLOOR DRAINS

Finishes:
Finishes:

Finishes:

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



FLOOR DRAINSFLOOR DRAINS

Finishes:

Finishes:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FLOOR DRAINSFLOOR DRAINS

Finishes:

Finishes:

Finishes:

Finishes:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 










